begun to address this issue in detail. This review discusses sources and patterns 23 of intraspecific trait variation and their consequences for understanding how 24 ecological processes and patterns will respond to global change. We examine 25 how current ecological models and theories incorporate intraspecific variation, 26 review existing data sources that could help parameterize models that account 27 for intraspecific variation in global change predictions, and discuss new data that 28 may be needed. We provide guidelines on when it is most important to consider 29 intraspecific variation, such as when trait variation is heritable or when non-30 linear relationships are involved. We also highlight benefits and limitations of 31 different model types, and argue that many common modeling approaches such 32 as matrix population models or global dynamic vegetation models would allow a 33 stronger consideration of intraspecific trait variation if the necessary data were 34 between populations, frequently taking the form of geographic clines that 48 correspond to environmental gradients (Aitken & Whitlock, 2013), and 49 important phenotypic differences also exist between individuals within 50 populations, and even within sex, age, or size classes (Bolnick et al., 2011; 51 Richardson et al., 2014) . Such intraspecific variation can strongly influence 52 ecological processes and the conclusions drawn from models thereof ( Oney et al., 2013) . Understanding and 55 incorporating variation in traits is therefore important for basic science, for 56 making predictions about global change impacts, and for managing species 57 affected by global change. 58
In this review, we address the following questions: 59 5 if it is costly (Crispo, 2008) . See also Gomez-Mestre & Jovani (2013), who 88 developed a simple heuristic model to illustrate the potential interactions 89 between plasticity and adaptation. 90
Epigenetic differences, which affect gene expression but not the 91 underlying genetic code, can contribute to both categories. They contribute to 92 plastic responses, but some can also be heritable over intermediate timespans 93
(~1-5 generations). For instance, differential DNA methylation in plants can 94 affect traits such as flowering-time or drought tolerance, and their heritability 95 (Fieldes & Amyot, 1999; Zhang et al., 2013) . Such heritable epigenetic variation 96 may aid population adaptation to global change, but not all epigenetic effects are 97 adaptive: Rats exposed to pesticides show negative fitness effects over at least 3 98 generations, likely due to methylation changes (Manikkam et al., 2012) . Broadly 99 speaking, any phenotypic effect not due to genetics might be said to be 100 epigenetic. However, as discussed above, "plasticity" refers to non-heritable 101 changes in phenotype due to environmental variation (Scheiner & Goodnight, 102 1984) , while the epigenetic effects that have received the most research 103 attention are heritable (Richards, 2011) . As the molecular basis of phenotypic 104 plasticity becomes better understood, we may need to develop new terms 105 distinguishing epigenetic mechanism with short-term vs. long-term effects. 106
Disentangling these different sources of trait variation is often challenging 107 (Gienapp et al., 2008) . Plasticity can lead to trait variation between populations 108 even when they are genetically highly similar (Crispo, 2008) . Common garden 109 experiments or pedigree studies are needed to distinguish plastic and heritable 110 variation (Wilson et al., 2010; Aitken & Whitlock, 2013; Blanquart et al., 2013) , 111 6 though distinguishing heritable genetic and epigenetic effects presents further 112 challenges (Richards, 2011). 113 Moreover, which sources of variation are most important in real 114 ecological systems is still poorly understood. In recent years, more researchers 115 have begun to consider the consequences of genetic variation and evolutionary 116 adaptation in studies of global change responses (Moran & Alexander, 2014) , but 117 epigenetic mechanisms and maternal effects are still rarely addressed (Bossdorf 118 et al., 2008) . For most species, the cause of observed trait variation remains 119 unknown. 120
When genetic and plastic effects on trait values are disentangled for 121 current global change responses, the contribution of plasticity has been larger in 122 many systems (Hoffmann & Sgro, 2011), but this likely reflects the relatively 123 short timespans involved. Heritability for traits strongly related to fitness (eg. 124 fecundity) is generally lower than for behavioral or morphological traits, but 125 significant heritability (and therefore potential for responses to selection) often 126 exists even in these traits (Mousseau & Roff, 1987) . Where heritable changes 127 have been observed in response to global change, it is generally in species with 128 short generation times, high fecundity, and/or large population sizes -the types 129 of species one would expect to exhibit more rapid evolutionary change (Moran & 130 7 in mammals and birds would usually be considered unstructured, because 137 stochastic processes typically determine sex, as would variation due to annual 138 fluctuations in an environmental variable around a stable mean. Persistent 139 differences between individuals in space or time (in behavior, growth rate etc.) 140 are structured variation. Such differences may either be due to heritable 141 differences, or to persistent environmental differences that cause plastic 142 responses. Natural history data can be useful in determining whether variation 143 is likely to be structured (Kendall & Fox, 2002) . This can be important -for 144 example, misattributing structured variation to demographic stochasticity can 145 lead to overestimation of extinction probabilities (Fox & Kendall, 2002) . 146
Structured variation in traits across populations or large geographic areas 147
can often be related to environmental gradients ( Figure 1) therefore there are many situations where using the trait mean in a process does 174 not lead to the same result as using the whole trait distribution. This can be 175 particularly important in predicting population growth and viability. For 176 instance, unstructured variation in survival probabilities or offspring number 177 between years typically reduces the long-term average growth rate in population 178 models (Boyce, 1977) , which increases the extinction probability in small 179 populations (Kendall & Fox, 2002) . The form of the non-linear relationship 180 determines how variation affects the responses. If a matrix model is constructed 181 with even age/size bins, survival for the individuals within the bin will be 182 estimated well for a linear type II survival curve, but for a type III curve with 183 high juvenile mortality the survival of the younger classes will be 184 underestimated, and for a type I curve with late mortality the survival of older 185 9 classes will be overestimated. This, in turn, leads to under-or over-estimation of 186 population growth, respectively (Grear & Elderd, 2008) . 187
The type of variation most frequently included in population models is 188 demographic stochasticity, which refers to variation in population growth 189 rates resulting from random variation in survival or reproduction (Bolnick et al., 190 2011 ). This process is most important in small populations, because as 191 population size increases the mean survival or reproduction in a given year will 192 approach the true population mean. Genetic drift resulting from demographic 193 stochasticity can lead to random evolutionary changes in traits. mathematical models have shown that heritable variation in prey preference 237 within a predator population can alleviate apparent competition between prey 238 species and affect the dynamics of predator and prey populations (Schreiber et 239 al., 2011) and higher levels of heritable variation in both predator and prey can 240 lead to more stable dynamics (Saloniemi, 1993) . The emerging sub-field of 241 community genetics has demonstrated that genetic variation in a "foundation 242 Evolutionary processes not only can alter trait means and variability 255 ( Figure 2D ), but in some cases can affect population dynamics directly. In 'hard 256 selection', there is a threshold that individuals must pass in order to survive or 257 reproduce (e.g., surviving a minimum temperature) independent of population 258 size. The removal of individuals that do not pass the threshold can have a strong 259 impact on population size and persistence (Saccheri & Hanski, 2006) . If a 12 population is exposed to altered environmental conditions, hard selection can 261 reduce its maximum population growth rate below replacement levels. If the 262 population evolves a higher intrinsic rate of population increase (rmax) in the new 263 environment before it goes extinct, then it can increase again; this is called 264 classes. The obvious limitation of these models is that they neglect variation in 358 demographic rates within classes (Boyce, 1977) . Particularly if there is size-359 16 dependent growth or growth correlations within classes (2B), this can lead to 360 errors in prediction (Pfister & Stevens, 2003) . Careful use of natural history to 361 define age or stage divisions (Figure 2A) In many global change applications, the focus is not so much on 424 describing the change in local populations, but rather on capturing spatial 425 structure and large-scale dynamics. For this purpose, two approaches exist that 426 allow including trait variability. The first consists of using known spatial 427 extensions of the above-described process-based population models. The second 428 is to extend widely used statistical approaches such as correlative species-429 distribution models to include trait variability. We cover both options in this 430 section, as well as the application of these concepts in dynamic vegetation the evolution of dispersal traits, and spread rates can also be investigated with 514
IBMs (Travis et al., 2012) . 515
An important caveat is that most models that aim to project the effects of 516 evolutions, with a few exceptions (Kramer et al., 2010), have not been 517 systematically validated, for example by reproducing the current pattern of local 518 adaptation. We suggest that results should therefore not be interpreted as 519 predictions, but rather as indicators that suggest a potential impact of evolution 520 on environmental responses. It is also unclear how well the true genetic 521 structure of ecologically important traits are approximated by the assumptions 522 made in particular models (e.g. ten two-allele loci), and it is increasingly 523 recognized that models of species presence or persistence need to take into 524 account phenotypic plasticity (Chevin et al., 2010; Valladares et al., 2014) . 525 526 Dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) are individual-or 527 population-based population models that have a focus on predicting the 528 composition and dynamics of the vegetation by describing physiological 529 processes such as photosynthesis and water uptake, biotic interactions, and 530 disturbances. In principle, the structure of these models is well suited to assess 531 the effects of intraspecific variability in those processes. However, due to data 532 limitations and computational constraints, most DGVMs currently still describe 533 23 vegetation dynamics and community interactions in terms of broad functional 534 types that summarize a potentially large group of similar species. Hence, 535 potential for improvement exists regarding the representation of interspecific as 536 well as intraspecific trait differences (Hartig et al., 2012) . 537
In recent years, various studies have considered options to include trait 538 variability in DGVMs. One approach is motivated by the observation that by filtering those traits that are most competitive and able to coexist in a given 552 environment (Scheiter et al., 2013) . 553
554
To conclude the review of the state-of-the-art in the field of modelling 555 trait variability: all commonly used population model types could accommodate 556 trait variability to a much greater degree than is the current practice. When trait 557 variability is included, conclusions can be substantially altered. The inclusion of 558 24 trait variability has been limited by computational and data constraints. The 559 former constraint is easing as computers become more powerful, the latter will 560 be discussed in the next section. Finally, we emphasize that no one modeling 561 approach is ideal for all situations, but that model choice rather depends on how 562 the model will be used and whether there is sufficient data and/or 563 understanding of process to parameterize and justify a more complex model. means that information can easily be lost. Fortunately, journals and funding 592 agencies have been encouraging or, more recently, requiring researchers to 593 archive data in a more accessible format. Trait databases are currently being 594 constructed for many taxa. Plants seem to be better represented than animals 595 (but see the linked trait databases at http://scales.ckff.si/scaletool/). The TRY 596 database, for instance, contains 5.6 million trait entries for 100,000 plant species 597 around the world, and preliminary analyses showed that up to 40% of overall 598 variation in a trait can be intraspecific (Kattge et al., 2011) . Such data can be 599 used to better define plant functional types, and to give an idea of the range of 600 values a trait may take within a species, though for many species it is as yet too 601 patchy to, for example, compare trait distributions between multiple populations 602 of a species. 603
Large-scale observational networks can also provide useful data. Again, 604 this kind of data tends to be more abundant for plants than for animals. For observations. For instance, while provenance study data can be useful for 622 understanding tree responses to climate, these studies rarely included very long-623 distance transfers, or populations from or test sites at the environmental limits 624 (Leites et al., 2012) . Another important consideration is that covariation in traits 625 can be important for population and eco-evolutionary dynamics, so sampling 626 schemes should be designed to make calculation of covariances possible -long-627 term demographic data are particularly valuable (Saether & Bakke, 2000) . 628
Theoretical models can suggest where it is important to consider 629 variation, and therefore where more data is required. A further challenge connected to data on trait variability is statistical 685 analysis and the connection of these data to models. Many of the data types we 686 have discussed above should probably be treated with hierarchical statistical 687 models that allow including underlying dependencies between traits as well as 688 spatial, taxonomic and phylogenetic structure in the data. Such multilevel 689 models describe how individual responses vary according to the context, help 690 avoid over-fitting because they don't use independent "individual" parameters, 691 and enable the proper propagation of uncertainty from parameters to 692 predictions (Clark, 2003) . If vital rate calculations are based on capture-693 recapture methods, it may also be important to account for size-or stage-effects 694 on capture or detection probabilities (Punt et al., 2006) . 695
For process-based models such as IPMs, DRMs (Dynamic Range Models), 696 or DGVMs, data can be used in two ways: one can use statistical approaches to 697 infer individual parameters or subsets of the model parameters first, and then 698 use the process-based model to calculate the consequences of those parameter 699
estimates. An alternative is to infer model parameters inversely for the entire 700 model simultaneously, using the raw observations. For DRMs and SDMs, for for wind-dispersed trees, the plant traits most important for migration rate 724 tended to be 1) age at maturity, 2) post-dispersal survival, 3) seed terminal 725 velocity, 4) fecundity, 5) tree height, and 6) time between seed crops. 726
Conversely, natural history data can suggest what traits should be allowed to 727 vary in models: in Pinus sylvestris, for instance, there is little variation in seed 728 wing loading because seed mass and wing size are correlated, but isolated trees 729 have more seeds than those in dense populations (Debain et al., 2003) . 730
Incorporating variation in global change models 731
Although models differ in their ability to include trait variation, it seems 732 from our analysis that the opportunity for including and analyzing trait 733 31 variability hasn't been fully explored or exploited in any of the modeling 734 approaches we considered. The main reason seems the lack of data and 735 computational restrictions. As both limitations should ease in the coming years, 736 we hope that these capabilities will become more widely used. 737
Data needs for the future 738
Computational limits can be expected to improve without active effort of 739 the ecological community, but the limits on data will not. Existing data collected 740 at the individual level should be more frequently used to investigate intraspecific 741 variation. The growing availability of databases and data archives mean that 742 future meta-analyses and models will be able to rely less heavily on published 743 trait statistics and therefore will be able to address variation more accurately. 744
However, for distinguishing causes of structured variation that may have 745 different effects (e.g. genetic vs. environmental) more specialized experiments 746 are required. Data from these variation-focused studies also needs to be made 747 more widely available. 748
Summary 749
Intraspecific variation has been gaining attention in ecological theory. Empirical 750 studies quantify and classify variation in real populations, while developments in 751 modeling techniques enable the effects of variation to be assessed in more 752 sophisticated ways. Successfully integrating theoretical insights with these new 753 data and modeling techniques will be crucial for making robust predictions of 754 species responses to global change. 755 756
